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“A Prelude to a Warning” 
Hebrews 5:11-14 

 

INTRO: 
 

 Why did God write the Bible? He inspired the writers to write so that we may have in our 
possession God’s completed self-revelation. Now did God write the Bible so only the 
theologians and the spiritually erudite (those characterized by great knowledge and learning) 
can read and understand it? No, He wrote it so that we all can read it and comprehend it; 
maybe not all of it at once. As we grow in grace and knowledge, we will grow in ability to 
understand the Bible. In 2 Timothy 3:16 and 17, the Apostle Paul in his last epistle gave 
Timothy some important truth. “All Scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is 
profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for instruction in 
righteousness, that the man of God may be complete, thoroughly equipped for 
every good work.” Notice that Paul underlined for his son in the faith the truth that “all 
Scripture is inspired and is profitable for teaching.”  We live in a day and age in which 
it is thought that only the Scriptures that inspire, encourage, and emotionally move us are the 
ones that we should teach. Consequently, we should leave the deep things of the Word of God 
for the Theologian.  
 

 The writer to the Hebrews would violently disagree. He wanted us to comprehend who our 
“great High Priest,” the Lord Jesus Christ is and how He ministers for us today. Although the 
writer was not there when this letter was read by his first audience, he must have known that 
some of these folks probably were yawning and did not understand this truth, nor did they 
want to understand it. For this reason, the writer stops to rebuke and encourage these 
believers to not give up on understanding these truths. Second, he paused to warn the 
believers about the danger of not growing spiritually. 
 

 I. The Problem They Had In Understanding (v. 11) 
II. Why They Had the Problem (v. 12-14) 
 

I. The Problem They Had In Understanding (v. 11) 
 

A. “Of whom [Melchizedek] we have much to say, and hard to explain, since 
you have become dull of hearing.” (v.11)  

The writer wrote, in effect, “I have much more to show you about our Lord and 

Melchizedek. Some of this stuff is hard to explain, but you make my job doubly difficult 

because you have a dull mind.” 
 

1. Here is the germ of the problem many people have with the Bible. They either have 
never read it, or they are lazy. The word translated “dull” means “to be lazy, careless, or 
sluggish.” The audience was not stupid- it was not interested. 
 

2. They did not give the Word of God its due attention in their lives. The writer voiced 
this problem before in Hebrews 2:1. 
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 “Therefore we must give the more earnest heed to the things we have heard, 
lest we drift away.”  

The problem was not a lack of intellectual ability, but a lack of attention to these truths. 
They did not value the grace of God which made them partakers of this salvation in 
Christ. 

 

B. The principle here can be easily overlooked. Some folks today would say to the writer to 
the Hebrews, “If the stuff about Melchizedek is so difficult to understand, why do we need 
to study it at all? All we need to know about is how to be saved, isn’t it? All that deep stuff 
we can leave to the theologians and the intellectuals. It is not important to us.” 

 

II. Why They Had the Problem (v. 12-14) 
 

A. Some of the readers of this epistle were slothful and sluggish in their hearing. How could 
the writer know that? He could not see them yawning as his epistle was read could he? 
Probably not, but he knew they were deficient in their spiritual diet. The readers of this 
epistle had not grown as they should.    (v.12) 

“For by this time, you are obligated to be teachers and should have attained that 
status, but instead you need someone to teach you again the first principles of 
God’s Word; and you have come to need milk and not solid food.” 
 

B. Often we overlook the fact that when the Lord saves us and puts us in His church, we are 
there to learn and grow. The church is to be an educational organization. Paul showed us a 
picture of how this should work in Ephesians 4:11-16. 

“And He Himself gave some to be apostles, some prophets, some evangelists, 
and some pastors and teachers, for the equipping of the saints for the work of 
ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ, until we all come to the unity of 
the faith and of the knowledge of the Son of God, to a perfect man, to the 
measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ; in order that we should no longer 
be children, tossed to and fro and carried about with every wind of doctrine, by 
the trickery of men, in the cunning craftiness of deceitful plotting, but, speaking 
the truth in love, may grow up in all things into Him who is the head—Christ—
from whom the whole body, joined and knit together by what every joint 
supplies, according to the effective working by which every part does its share, 
causes growth of the body for the edifying of itself in love.” 
 

1. We must never forget a major job of the church is to teach the Word of God in order 
that we all can grow up into Him who is the head – so we can grow in our relationship 
with Jesus Christ. Out of that growth we teach others, whether that teaching is in 
AWANA, Sunday School, VBS, our families, or in evangelism as we share our faith. We 
are to grow to the point where we can teach the truths we have learned! 

 

2. Some of these folks to whom the writer wrote had not grown. Because of their lack of 
effort, they were starving spiritually. They could not grow because they could not eat 
the spiritual food necessary to grow. 
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C.  These folks were arrested in the development of their spiritual digestive systems. They 
cannot exercise their minds and hearts to seek to grapple with complex spiritual realities, 
they needed the simple. “Jesus loves me this I know, for the Bible tells me so.”  
 

D. Instead of giving proper heed and putting effort into reading and understanding the 
Word of God, these folks were unable to handle solid spiritual food. Instead, they wanted 
the warmed milk of the ABC’s of Christianity and stuff which made them feel comfortable 
and blessed. Because they could not eat the strong meat, they also suffered in that they 
were unable to properly discern the truth. 
 

E “For everyone who partakes only of milk is unskilled in the word of 
righteousness, for he is a babe. But solid food belongs to those who are of full 
age, that is, those who by reason of use have their senses exercised to discern 
both good and evil.”    (Hebrews 5:14) 

The person who insists on living on only milk is clearly deficient in skills that God requires of 
all of us who know Him. This person is unskilled or inexperienced in the Word of 
Righteousness. They are ignorant of the Word of God. The tragedy of this condition is they 
do not know where to turn for encouragement and comfort in crisis. They have no 
knowledge of God’s provision for victory over sin and temptation. They are totally ignorant 
of any real fellowship with the eternal God and His Son, the Lord Jesus Christ. Finally, they 
need everyone to minister to them, because they cannot take care of themselves spiritually. 

 

The Apostle Peter reminded us “[God] has given to us all things that pertain to life 
and godliness, through the knowledge of Him who called us by glory and 
virtue.”  Does it not follow that someday we will give an account for how we have used all 
the privileges and means that God has given us? 

 

The application to all of this is in verse 14; 

“But solid food belongs to those who are of full age, that is, those who by reason 
of use have their senses exercised to discern both good and evil.”  

We should strive to eat and thoroughly enjoy solid Biblical food. These thoughts pose some 
important questions to us.  
 

Where are you and I in this passage? Do we find that we are growing and maturing 
believers, able and willing to work on the deeper things of the faith while not despising the 
simple things of the milk of the word of God? 
 

Are we just babies who have not grown up? Perhaps we have not even begun our walk with 
the Lord. 
 

We must take seriously the writer’s warning. Let us take the more diligent heed to the truth 
of the Word of God. If we do not, there will be serious consequences. 


